PETER CHITTY REMEMBERED
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Alan D Blackburn
President of The Mastermind Club
Fellow Masterminders
I know you will all be very deeply saddened to hear of the death of Peter Chitty, who acted as membership Secretary for
the association for very many years.
He died in hospital in Brighton on Saturday 29th January 2011 after a very short illness.
For very many years, Peter had taken the responsibility of maintaining membership lists, keeping them up to date,
sending out letters in relation to the Annual Membership dues and he therefore played one of the most important
functions in the life of the club.
The club was very much a major part of his life and he got great pleasure out of the very many friendships he had made
during the tenure of it. He faithfully attended all our Annual General Meetings as well as being at every committee
meeting other than the last that actually took place on the day of his death and at which we had an apology from him.
Editorial
Ann Kelly
Peter and myself joined the club at the same time in 1987. He became membership secretary in 1992, a job that he carried
out with enthusiasm right to the end. I know that all his friends in the club will miss him. Goodbye Peter.
From Phillida Grantham
I have known Peter since he joined the Mastermind Club. In fact I attended his heat when he first appeared in 1987and
over the years, I got to know him well, together with accounts of his varied life. He told me for instance that on
leaving school he had difficulty finding a job due to his small stature, that is until he landed the role of Dick
Whittington's cat in pantomime. The show did well and went on tour to Manchester. Thereafter he progressed via
National Service, when he volunteered for the Royal Signals, to commissionaire and film projectionist and finally to long
service with British Telecom.
My husband and sons were very fond of Peter too as they had a shared interest in music and snooker (Peter was a
qualified snooker referee) and my husband had also served in the Royal Signals.
We should all be grateful for the years of work that Peter put in as membership secretary and the warm welcome he
extended to all new members. He was dedicated to the club and indeed he told me once that his main reason for
appearing on the show was to join the Mastermind club afterwards. His many interests included researching his family
history, travelling in USA, Australia and Russia, classical music, opera and ballet as well as an abiding love of the
theatre. He had an extensive collection of classical CDs which is now owned by his great nephew. Peter had chosen the
music (Copland, Mozart and Mahler) for his funeral which was attended by members of the Mastermind Club.
Despite his health problems, Peter always remained cheerful, outgoing and hard-working. We shall miss him very much.
From Michael Schwartz
I am so very sorry to read the news abut Peter. I don't know if Peter had any family but if you could pass on Hazel's and
my condolences I would be most grateful.
Peter was dedicated to the Mastermind Club, above all to his work as Membership Secretary; his dedication to this
position was clear as we all know. He was also one of the most approachable and courteous people I have ever met.
From Marga Scott-Johnson
I first met Peter at the Annual Function in Dublin in 1998, having corresponded with him a few months earlier when I
joined the Club. As I did not know anybody when I arrived at the hotel, I felt a bit apprehensive, but Peter put me at ease
straight away.
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The main topic of our conversation was Amsterdam, a city in which Peter had become interested through the television
series "Van der Valk". He had always felt an affinity with the location and with the inspector himself, with whom he
shared a Christian name ("Piet" being the Dutch equivalent of "Peter"). The next year, he spent a long weekend in
Amsterdam and we enjoyed two days of sight-seeing together, even though we ended up in the red light district just
before he left (by mistake – honestly! – as I thought it was the shortest route to the station).
After I had moved to Britain, Peter stayed with Keith and me (and later, following Keith’s death, with me) on several
occasions. Peter’s passion for classical music was well known, and our annual visits to the summer concerts at Brinkburn
Priory (a local venue famous for its acoustics) became a tradition. Peter never stopped to amaze me with his knowledge
of music – he talked about composers I had never even heard of. He told me that if he won the Lottery, he would set up a
trust fund enabling young people to study music. After he had gone home, he always sent me a wonderful bouquet of
flowers as a thank-you gift.
Another thing Peter and I had in common was our love of cats. I think his fascination with them started when, aged 15,
he played Dick Whittington's cat in the local pantomime, which performance had been well received by the press
(apparently, he was the only cast member the reviewer liked). Peter took an instant liking to my four moggies – he even
learned to pronounce the name "Boefje" – and was a firm favourite with them in return. By then his own Princess had
passed away; I do hope that they are reunited now.
The Club weekends will not be the same without Peter; I will miss his chattiness, his energy and his boundless
enthusiasm for all things related to Mastermind. He used to say that going on Mastermind was the best thing he ever did,
and he was right: if he had not, we would never have had the pleasure of knowing him.
And finally from Peter’s niece Alison Standing:
The family would like to thank all Mastermind Club members for
attending Peters funeral on Wednesday 9th February 2011,
it was a pleasure to meet everyone and Peter would have been very pleased.

Membership Matters
Now that Peter is no longer with us, the committee has decided for the present to split his job between myself as
Secretary and Susan as Treasurer. Susan will look after the subscriptions side of things so please address any
correspondence in that regard to her. I’ll deal with all the other administrative aspects, having inherited all Peter’s
paperwork which I’m currently getting au fait with in amongst all my other responsibilities!
As well as the sad loss of Peter, I regret to say that two members from Bath passed away late last year - Godfrey Abbott,
who appeared in the 1981 series taking The History and Architecture of Bath, followed by Railways of Wales in the
semi-finals, and Eleanor Macnair, who was on the show in its second series in 1973 taking Shakespeare’s Plays. Also
Geoffrey Dearnley, who appeared in the 1987 series taking Marshal Blücher, passed away in February. Our sympathies
to their families.
On a happier note, we have one new member:
1058 Chris Payne, 33 Buxton Gardens, BILLINGHAM, Cleveland TS22 5aj, who we hope will have a long and happy
association with the Club.
Meanwhile, three members have recently changed address, as follows:
642 Arfor Wyn Hughes: 3 Hazel Road, CHEADLE HULME, Cheshire. SK8 7BN
725 David Penfold: 11 Hilbre Court, South Parade, WEST KIRBY, Wirral CH48 3JU
338 Kate Vernon-Parry: 9 White House Drive, Abersoch, PWLLHELI, Gwynedd. LL53 7AF
Gavin
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Après moi, le deluge…
Paul Henderson
Havergal Brian’s Gothic Symphony is, as many will know, on record as the world’s largest in the Guinness Book of
Records. It isn’t played often. Until 2010, there had been four full performances: a semi-professional one in 1961; the
professional premiere at the Royal Albert Hall in 1966; another professional one, again at the RAH, in 1980; and an
amateur one in Stoke in 1983.
27 years on came number five – in Brisbane, Australia. We’ll come to number six later.
Havergal Brian lived from 1876 to 1972, so he got to hear the first two performances. In the early years of the twentieth
century, he made something of a name for himself, gaining support from Elgar and Richard Strauss, and seeing Henry
Wood conduct some of his pieces at the Proms. Just before World War I, a number of personal crises brought this to an
end, and for the rest of his working life, he made a fairly meagre livelihood as a musical journalist. He continued
composing in his spare time – at 69, he completed a huge setting of Prometheus Unbound, and laid down his pen.
‘The muse returned with a rush’ three years later, and for most of the remainder of his life he composed again, initially
for his own satisfaction. More than 25 symphonies (his last was his 32 nd), several concertos and a few operas emerged in
this period. In the mid-1950s a BBC producer named Robert Simpson (no mean symphonist himself) discovered Brian’s
music, and eventually secured broadcasts of all the symphonies.
None of the other symphonies is one the scale of the Gothic – many of the later ones are 20 minutes or so in length, with
the shortest not quite making ten minutes. Nevertheless the Gothic remains for many some sort of quintessence of
Brian’s work.
Brisbane mustered 300 singers and 180 players. No, this isn’t a Symphony of a Thousand. The Gothic takes the palm in
Guinness by virtue of numbers plus length (around two hours) plus complexity (a cappella singing in 20 plus parts). The
timing near Christmas was key – the orchestra was mostly made up of alumni of the Queensland Youth Orchestra, many
now professional musicians, coming home to visit their folks for the holidays. Not such a good time for the 21 choirs
involved, many of whom also had to provide contributions to carol concerts.
But it all came together. The presiding genius behind the event was Gary Thorpe, General Manager of 4MBS Classic
FM (the local commercial classical music station – odd that Brisbane could support such a thing, while having no decent
CD shop, I thought), and longstanding member of the Havergal Brian Society. He had been working for some 28 years
to get the Gothic staged in Brisbane (I can’t begin to imagine how he felt after the concert). The first serious attempt in
2007 was aborted because, incredibly, they had the rehearsals all scheduled only to find someone had forgotten to book
the performance venue. Sponsorship fell through at a late stage in 2009, but 2010 saw everything run smoothly.
Brisbane, like London, has a South Bank arts complex – the Queensland Performing Arts Centre, or QPAC – with a
concert hall, theatres and art galleries.
The complex (on the far right of the picture) was celebrating its own 25 th anniversary in 2010, and the Gothic was the last
major event of the year. The ongoing saga of staging the symphony had been picked up by a film-maker, and a
documentary about the ‘curse of the Gothic’ was being made. The performance was filmed to provide musical inserts for
the film. I don’t recall seeing any cameras in the concert-hall, as it happens, but I was sat well forward.
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1) Which 1819 novel opens “In that pleasant district of merry England which is watered by the river Don, there
extended in ancient times a large forest, covering the greater part of the beautiful hills and valleys which lie between
Sheffield and the pleasant town of Doncaster”?
2) What is the second sign of the zodiac?
3) Coming into force in 1994, who are the three member countries of the North American Free Trade Agreement?
4) Which King met his end in Pontefract Castle?
5) Brigg Fair and On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring are amongst the works of which composer?
6) Which sport’s World Championship is staged annually in the Crucible Theatre, Sheffield?
7) Dakar is the capital of which African country?
8) In the measurement of horses, how many inches make a hand?
9) Which rank in the British Army comes between Major-General and Colonel?
10) The tenth brightest star in the night star, and the home solar system of Ford Prefect in The Hitch-Hiker’s Guide to
the Galaxy, what is the red supergiant star found in the shoulder of Orion?
11) What name is given to a strip of paper with only one edge and one side?
12) Who invented the first process for the inexpensive mass production of steel in 1855?
13) Which ancient measurement was based on the length from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger?
14) What is the name of the home ground of Sheffield United?
15) What is Haar?
16) Which sit-com featured the stuttering tight-fisted shopkeeper Arkwright and his nephew Granville?
17) Which poison can be obtained from the Monk’s Hood or Wolfsbane plants?
18) Phil Oakey is the lead singer with which long-running Sheffield pop group?
19) In which country is the New Year holiday known as Shogatsu?
20) Which poet, sister of a painter, produced the book of nursery rhymes Sing-Song in 1872?
21) Which First Sea Lord, a former officer in HMS Warrior, was responsible for the conception of the battleship HMS
Dreadnought?
22) Pine, Beech and Stone are varieties of which mammal of the Weasel family?
23) What is Vitamin B2 also known as?
24) Which sports presenter was supposedly told by Socrates through a medium in 1990 that he would heal the earth?
25) Who insured his taste buds for £250,000 in 1993?
26) When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloomed is an elegy penned by Walt Whitman on the assassination of whom?
27) What name is given collectively to Scotland’s peaks of a height of between 2,500 and 2,999 feet above sea level
with at least 500 foot of ascent on all sides, of which there are 221?
28) The earliest report of what form of athletics is a race up Creag Choinnich organised by King Malcolm III of Scotland
in 1064?
29) Which writer and craftsman’s only completed oil painting was the 1858 work Queen Guinevere?
30) what was notable about the gun Johnny Mack Brown used whilst playing the title role in the 1930 film Billy the Kid?
31) With 31 victories to date, which county has won cricket’s County Championship the most times?
32) Jacqui McShee was the lead singer of which 1960s folk-jazz group?
33) The Palk Strait separates which two countries?
34) Bruichladdch and Bunnahabain are whisky distilleries found on which island?
35) With over 35 million sales since its launch in 1966, what Japanese car is the best-selling of all time?
36) Who wrote about Piers Plowman in a famous allegorical poem?
37) What is the name of the salesman in Arthur Miller’s play Death of a Salesman?
38) Which brewing company is based at the Old Brewery, Tadcaster?
39) Errol Brown was lead singer with which band, popular in the 1970s and 1980s?
40) What was the surname of the Unitarian Minister the future writer Elizabeth Cleghorn Stevenson married in 1832?
41) Where would you be most likely to find a Macpherson strut suspension?
42) Where was Assistant Surgeon William Brydon the only man to return alive from in 1842?
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43) Which Prime Minister dismissed the Daily Mail as “By office boys for office boys”?
44) In which European country is The Order of the Falcon awarded, the reverse of the Order's badge bearing the
inscription "Seytjandi juni 1944"?
45) What is the young of a Walrus called?
46) On the Plimsoll Line, what does F denote?
47) What colour is the Northern Line on a London Underground Map?
48) In cookery, what name is given to a mixture of thyme, bay and parsley, usually enclosed in a muslin bag?
49) Who was Captain-General of the New Model Army on its establishment?
50) Whose paintings inspired the French Academy to coin the term “fête galante”?
51) What was the first name of Captain Mainwaring in Dad’s Army?
52) Which actress delivered lines such as “it’s not the men in my life that counts – it’s the life in my men” and “Why
don’t you come up sometime, and see me” in 1930s films?
53) Cotswold, Border, Molly and Longsword are types of what form of dance?
54) Which fortified city in the Languedoc has inspired a German board game?
55) In the news in December 2010, which of the United Arab Emirates is the only one not to have a flag with a red and
white colour scheme?
56) Somebody described as “sanguine” is supposedly governed by which of the classical bodily humours?
57) What was Commander Henry Raby RN the first person to receive, in Hyde Park on 26 th June 1857?
58) Who wrote the semi-autobiographical play The Dresser based on his time on tour with Sir Donald Wolfit?
59) In Chemistry, what is the measure of an element’s capacity to combine with other elements known as?
60) Who murdered over 600 girls in the misplaced belief drinking their blood would prevent her ageing?
61) Neil Tennant and Chris Lowe are the members of which pop group?
62) Montagu-Douglas Scott is the surname of which Duke?
63) In heraldry, what did a bend sinister on a coat of arms indicate?
64) Which actress famously took an illicit tumble in the surf with Burt Lancaster in From Here to Eternity?
65) Whose orchestral works include 3 Orchestral Pieces from Sigurd Jorsalfar, Opus 56 and Wedding Day at
Trondhaugen, Opus 65 Number 6?
66) Which economist, in a 1917 letter to Duncan Grant, showed less than satisfaction with his job when he wrote “I
work for a Government I despise for ends I think criminal”?
67) Which Saint was Abbot of Rievaulx from 1147 to 1167?
68) At which sacred site did the Pythian Games take plan in Ancient Greece?
69) In a CAT scan, for what does the CAT stand?
70) Which 1970 film was filmed in and around the Keighley and Worth Valley Railway?
71) Where can Broca’s area and Wernicke’s Area be found?
72) Which of Alexander the Great’s generals was given the epithet Soter, or “saviour” after defending the Rhodians
against Demetrius?
73) At 147 square miles, what is the largest lake in the UK?
74) Which actor played Queen Victoria in the 1974 film The Great McGonagall, which starred Spike Milligan in the
lead role?
75) Which Prime Minister wrote the novel Savrola, of which he said “I have consistently urged my friends to abstain
from reading it”?
76) From which country do Jumilla wines, which use the Monastrell, Airén, Merseguera and Pedro Ximénez grapes,
come?
77) Which part of the human body connects the mouth and the nostrils to the oesophagus, and is also connected to the
inner ear by the Eustachian tubes?
78) Which National Trail runs for 110 miles between Helmsley and Filey?
79) A Clergyman might wear a Pluvial as part of his vestments as protection against what?
80) Marduk was the chief God of which ancient people?
81) Which American President designed his own house at Monticello, Virginia?
82) Perhaps unsurprisingly, Jesus Christ is the person with most mentions in the King James Bible, with 1,528. Who,
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with 1,011 is second?
83) As well as becoming joint principal of the Cordon Bleu Cookery School, Constance Spry was notable figure in what
field?
84) Also called Wood Alcohol, with the formula CH3OH what is the simplest of the alcohols?
85) What is the nickname of Tchaikovsky’s 2nd symphony, given due to the use of Ukrainian folk melodies in the work?
86) In Downton Abbey, what is the title held by the character played by Hugh Bonneville?
87) Which theologian, an Archbishop of Canterbury for 16 years, formulated the ontological argument for the existence
of God?
88) The works of which composer were damned by the London Musical World in a review of his Mazurkas in 1841 as
“a motley surface of ranting hyperbole and excruciating cacophony”?
89) What is the name of the process developed by Gunther von Hagens for the preservation of bodies and body parts?
90) Why has a field in Dyersville, Iowa been a tourist attraction since 1989?
91) Which 1138 book was supposedly based on a “most ancient book in the British tongue” possessed by Walter,
Archdeacon of Oxford?
92) In medieval cathedrals and monasteries, what name was given to a covered passage leading east from the cloisters,
usually near the Chapter House?
93) Which popular progressive rock supergroup’s member’s forenames were Keith, Greg and Carl?
94) Used in engineering and geology and sharing its name with that of a Jane Austen character, what is the cgs unit of
permeability?
95) What colour is the liqueur Parfait Amour?
96) Which Hall near Ashbourne in Derbyshire contains the National Trust Museum of Childhood?
97) Best known for its aria “Ebben? Ne andrò lontana”, the opera La Wally was composed by whom?
98) A common sight in the scrublands of southern Asia, and nervous in nature, what sort of creature is an Ashy Prinia?
99) What award connects Fridtjof Nansen, Frank B Kellogg, Lech Walesa, the Dalai Lama and Jimmy Carter?
100) Whose last words when she died in 1931 were “Get my swan costume ready”?

Annual General Meeting 2011
Notice is hereby given that the thirty-third Annual General Meeting of the Mastermind Club will be held at the
Royal Victoria Holiday Inn, Sheffield, on Sunday 10th April 2011 at 10.45am.
1. Apologies of absence
2. Minutes of 32nd AGM, Exeter, 11 April 2010 (published in PASS, 2010:2)
3. Matters arising
4. Annual Accounts and Treasurer’s Report
5. PASS
6.
Election of Club Charity for 2011-2013*
7. President’s Report
8. Membership Report
9. Insignia
10. Annual Functions 2011-13
11. Magnum Competition
12. Mugnum Competition
13. Any Other Business
* Note to Item 6: If you wish to propose a Club Charity please inform the Secretary by writing of your proposal by
Monday 21st March 2010.
Gavin Fuller, Secretary - 29 January 2011
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The Mugnum
Gavin Fuller on the other quiz at the reunion.
After the last issue of PASS went to press I realised that I’d meant to put in something about the Mugnum, as newcomers
to the Club who might want to come to the reunion might be puzzled by this aspect of the booking form, as was pointed
out to me last year. As 2011 will be the 30th running of the competition, it having been established at the 1982 reunion, it
seems a good time to do so. Thus, one issue late, here it is!
As the Magnum is solely for the top 9 qualifiers from the Masterquizzes in PASS, the Mugnum is a quiz that everyone
can do at the reunion, or so the theory goes. Basically all attendees need do is think of a question they’d like to submit
and put it on the booking form – it can be on any topic they like. It is not compulsory to submit a question, and if you
can’t think of one it is perfectly fine to send one later – as long as I get it by the Sunday before the reunion weekend. I do
reserve the right to edit questions if I find anything contentious or ambiguous about them, but will consult with the setter
wherever possible. All attendees at the reunion who arrive on the Friday and Saturday should receive a copy, and are free
to enter as a single player, or as a team with other attendees, having until midnight or so on the Saturday to submit their
entries to me. The winner of the single player entries receives a trophy that our membership Secretary Peter Chitty kindly
donated a few years back, as well as a Mug (hence the name of the competition!) and there are prizes for second and third
players, top team, and also the question answered by most entries.
This last category was given a prize as unfortunately all too often people have succumbed to the temptation of setting
obscure or difficult questions just in order to show off what they know, rather than something that the rest of the
attendees might be able to answer, with the upshot that the Mugnum has frequently proved off-putting. Since taking over
the administration of the competition I’ve made a further refinement in that entries are fined points if there are fewer than
five correct answers to their own question, to try and further discourage self-indulgence.
After one year where it was clear that a small number of people had spent a good portion of the weekend extensively
researching the answers, which is not the idea of the reunion weekends, I’ve also refined the marking to reward those
who actually know the answers, and hence require note of which answers were researched, to hopefully less skew results.
When all is said and done the idea of the Mugnum is so we have a bit of extra fun at the reunion weekends. People’s
answers are often entertaining (I have fond memories of a certain well-known member from Winchester thinking the
letters of the number eight were in alphabetical order), and we’ve even had people forgetting the answer to their own
question! For those of you yet to book for Sheffield, I look forward to receiving your questions.

Oops!!
Ann Kelly
In the last edition of “Pass” I forgot to include Timothy Robey’s address with his Shakespeare Quiz, which is:
26 Cornwall Way
Ainsdale
Southport
Merseyside PR8 3SQ
The new deadline for the quiz is 25th April with a book token as the prize.
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Born in Sheffield
Mel Kinsey
As this years function is to be held in Sheffield, I have based this quiz on people born in The Steel City. Can you name
them from the clues supplied?
The winner will receive a Sheffield made Stainless Steel Letter Opener.
1/ Author and academic. Born 7 September 1932 Died 27 November 2000
First Novel “Eating People is Wrong” published in 1959.
2/ Novelist, biographer and critic. born 5 June 1939
Her first novel, A Summer Bird Cage, was published in 1963.
3/ Artist born in 1938. He is most famous for painting humorous scenes of Sheffield life - everyday "real" images of the
life and people of South Yorkshire.
4/ English soprano, born 27 September 1940,
In 1969 she made her Royal Opera debut as one of the Nieces in Peter Grimes
5 Anglo-American film producer of the Silent Era, Born January 5, 1875 Died August 13, 1941, he was an the founder of
Vitagraph Studios and among the first filmmakers to use the techniques of stop-motion and drawn animation. He is
considered the father of American animation.
6/ Journalist and broadcaster, born 1929, known for his work in news and current affairs programmes was a reporter and
newscaster for ITN between 1963–73 and anchored ITN's coverage of the 1964, 1966 and 1970 General Elections and
the Apollo 11 Moon landing in 1969. For the BBC, he anchored the February and October 1974 General Election
programmes.
7/ Born Lynne Denise Shepherd on 26 January 1944 Died 4 November 1995 was an actress, dancer, presenter, singer,
writer, and comedienne who gained fame from the television talent show New Faces and became a major variety star
8/ Singer, songwriter and multi-instrumentalist born 22 April 1951. He has been a member of several bands including
Ace, Squeeze, Mike + The Mechanics, and Roxy Music,
9/ Stage and television actor Born 24 September 1939 Died 4 August 1989
He was born Roger Middleton He is probably best remembered as Tom Howard, in the BBC Television serial, Howard’s'
Way, which he played from 1985–89,
10/ Rock/blues musician, composer and actor, born 20th May 1944,who came to popularity in the 1960s, and is most
known for his gritty voice, his idiosyncratic arm movements while performing,

11/ Actor, born 4 December 1962 is best known for his work on such TV series as Where the Heart Is and Tommy
Harris in Coronation Street, and also the film The Navigators, directed by Ken Loach in 2001
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12/ Character actor, writer and wrestler. Born 2 April 1934 died 24 July 1997. He was a professional wrestler, teacher,
and finally a film, television and stage actor. He once said, "You play to your strengths in this game. My strength is as a
bald-headed, rough-looking Yorkshireman".
13/ Olivier Award-winning actor, born 1 March 1990 ,best known for his role as Billy Elliot in Billy Elliot the Musical.
14/ BAFTA-nominated theatre, film and television actress, born 7 November 1935, who began her career on stage in
1954 In 2003, she played the scheming mother-in-law of Johannes Vermeer alongside Colin Firth in Girl with a Pearl
Earring. The role earned her a BAFTA nomination for Best Actress in a Supporting Role
15/ Comedian, actor, writer and television presenter, born 5th May 1943, best known for being one of the members of the
comedy group Monty Python and for his travel documentaries
16/ Actor, born 15th October 1969 ,best known for his role as Detective Jimmy McNulty in the HBO drama series The
Wire
17/ Labour Party politician born 6 June 1947 and the Member of Parliament for Sheffield Brightside and Hillsborough,
18/ Politician, author and journalist ,born 28 December 1932, He served as Deputy Leader of the Labour Party from 1983
to 1992.
19/ Former Labour Party Member of Parliament for Bethnal Green & Bow from 1997 until 2005, born 22nd October 1967
20/ Journalist, columnist and senior political commentator at The Guardian,
born 13 October 1938 died 22 September 2003
Wrote “One of Us: Life of Margaret Thatcher” in 1989
21/ Cutler Born 1705 died 9 September 1788, the inventor of Sheffield Plate, .
22/ Civil engineer, born 15 July 1817 died 20 November 1898 specialising in the construction of railways and railway
infrastructure. In the 1850s and 1860s, he was engineer for the world's first underground railway, London's Metropolitan
Railway. In the 1880s, he was chief engineer for the Forth Railway Bridge
23/ Professor of Astronomy at the University of Sheffield, where he worked since 1965.has published over 200 research
papers on asteroids, comets, meteorites and meteoroids. He has also written on the history of astronomy, the origin of the
solar system and the impact threat to planet Earth.
Asteroid 4205 was named in his honour

24/ Chemist. born 30 May 1963, The first Briton in space, visiting the Mir space station aboard Soyuz TM-12 in 1991
25/ Football player, manager and chairman. born13 December 1929 died 5 March 2008) He lived in Sheffield for the
majority of his life taking roles at both Sheffield Wednesday and Sheffield United
26/ Athlete, born 28th January 1986, specialising in multi-eventing disciplines and 100m hurdles, she is the current
World and European heptathlon champion and world indoor pentathlon champion.
27/ Night club owner, born 17 October 1940, married 27-year-old former Royal Ballet dancer Bella Wright in Barbados
on Valentine's Day, 2009. He has two older children, Karen, 45, and Scott, 42, from an earlier relationship
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28/ Metallurgist, born February 18, 1871 died August 12, 1948 is usually credited with the invention of "rustless steel"
(later to be called "stainless steel")
29/Civil engineer, born 9 August 1805 died 18 September 1860, Particularly associated with railway projects. He ranked
alongside Robert Stephenson and Isambard Kingdom Brunel as one of the major pioneers of railway development
30/ Notorious burglar and murderer, born 14 May 1832 died 25 February 1879
whose somewhat remarkable life later spawned dozens of romanticised novels and films. He is mentioned by name in
the Sherlock Holmes short story, “The Adventure of the Illustrious Client.”
Answers by post to
11 Hollings Lane
Ravenfield
Rotherham S65 4PU

or email to melpgrs@aol.com

The Lion Gate
Ann Leeney
We knew, as dolphins led us up the shore
That different nature of the day. Across
The tawny plain, the plain of Argolid,
The mountain palace lay. We were drawn through
The massive, overwhelming entry way,
At one with those who built this ancient place.
The past invaded us and voices came,
Those of Atreus and Agamemnon…
“Be calm, be knowing! For you have arrived
And you can go no further. Linger here,
Take ease, step back from quartering of the world
And when you leave, some sense of you will stay.”
We left Mycenae, left the Argolid.
And altered somwhow, turned back the sea.
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Here’s the London group revelling, on December 10. Our pub was only a few steps away from Parliament Square, where
the student fee riots had taken place 24 hours earlier, and those who strolled in that direction saw teams mending
windows and washing out graffiti.

Leslie Grout, Paul Emerson
Robert Leng, Susan Leng
Ann Kelly, Leo Stevenson,
Wendy Forrester.

Bob Collier, Sonia Anderson
Kevin Ashman, Ken Emond,
Ann Ling, PatriciaCowley

Solution to Prize Crossword (2010:4)

The winning clue to the last crossword was one proposed for 3 down – UNTO. It reads: Here’s to oldstyle, topless Spice Girl – bottomless too! (i.e. (B)UNTO(N)). Something about that clue seems
consistent with it’s being the work of MM Club member 007 (absolutely true), though in this case the
“agent” is not Bond – James Bond, but Snailham – Richard Snailham. He will receive the customary
£10 book token.
Entries for Crossword 2011:1 should be emailed to gadfan@btinternet.com or posted to David
Edwards, 26 Lady Meadow Close, Denstone, Uttoxeter, ST14 5EY to arrive by the 20 th April. Tiebreaker clues should tackle 3 across. I found myself stretching logic to come up with my clue so would
be particularly interested in comparing the approach of others. Bonne chance, mes braves!

Prize Crossword (2011:1)

by Gadfan

ACROSS
1
3
9
11
12
13
15
17
20
22
24
25
26
27

Ready for competition (4)
Demon barber taken in by award getting deviser of fabulous practical jokes (4,6)
Cigar able to explode is concerning calculating type (9)
Clergyman in play prepares hot drink (5)
You’ll go first, won’t you? (7,8)
Ruthless mother-in-law? On the contrary but it’s she I moan about (5)
Concentrate while cutting (7)
She was described by him - and drawn (7)
Leading chef goes into hock possibly to dish up quail (5)
King James and Walpole fear no evil conversion by saints (6,9)
That which brings tears from Johnny ... (5)
... reassures if siesta’s disturbed (9)
Material witness and victim (10)
Points of information (4)

1
2
4
5
6
7
8
10
14
16
18
19
21
23

Butterfly fish (8)
Issue of rock publication covering Motörhead and Aerosmith’s big openers (5)
Word in your ear: guests are in dispute again (7)
Species of bat that Parisian hid in dilapidated cart (7)
Ian sells water around here? (8,5)
1 ac’s estate ... (9)
... proving troublesome (6)
Tips on conditions which allow two states to coexist (7,6)
There is a point in theories’ being rewritten in a different way (9)
Head counts on discordant son’s not joining in harmonies (8)
One can’t remember cinemas’ being unruly (7)
Variety of choice flower strewn about fan ... (7)
... fits characters of both saint and hero (6)
Rooms sound charming! (5)
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